Chapter 8

Nonparametric Estimation of Choice
Models
Srikanth Jagabathula and Ashwin Venkataraman

8.1 Introduction
Firms rely on demand predictions to make critical operational decisions. For
example, firms need to know how customers respond to price changes in order
to optimize the prices it charges. Traditionally, operational decision models relied
on what is known as the “independent” demand model. As its name implies, an
independent demand model assumes that the demand observed for a product is
independent of the availability or characteristics, such as price, of other products.
That is, the model ignores any cross-product cannibalization effects. Ignoring crossproduct effects is hard to justify when products are close substitutes of each other;
for example, products belonging to the same product category (e.g., different brands
of toothpaste), different fare classes of an airline itinerary, different transportation
modes (e.g., car, bus, train, etc.) are all close substitutes of each other. In such cases,
ignoring the cross-product effects lead to biased demand estimates, especially when
product prices and availability change over time. To deal with such cross-product
effects, choice-based demand models have gained in popularity over the last couple
of decades.
In the most general form, a choice model specifies the probability that a customer
purchases a product from a given subset, or offer set, of products. If there are
N products, then the model specifies choice probabilities for each of the 2N
subsets. Because the model is intractable in such a general form, existing literature
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has studied various model sub-classes with varying degrees of tractability. The
most studied sub-class, by far, is the random utility maximization (RUM) class of
models (McFadden, 1981). These models specify a joint distribution over product
utilities and assume that each customer samples a utility vector from the underlying
joint distribution and purchases the available product with the maximum utility. A
special case of the RUM class that has received the most attention in the literature is
the multinomial logit (MNL) model (see, e.g., Ben-Akiva et al., 1985; Train, 2009).
Other special cases include the nested logit model, the d-level nested logit or the tree
logit model (Li et al., 2015), the generalized extreme value (GEV) model, the mixed
logit model, etc. These special cases differ in the assumptions they impose on the
structure of the joint utility distribution. We refer the reader to Train’s book (Train,
2009) and the overview by Gallego and Topaloglu (2019) for a detailed introduction
to these and related choice models studied in the operations literature.
In this book chapter, we discuss recent developments in the literature on
estimating the RUM class of models from observed sales transaction data. Sales
transaction data provide historical choice observations: the product chosen and
the other products on offer when the choice was made. These data are regularly
collected by firms through their point-of-sale (POS) and inventory systems. Our
focus will be specifically on nonparametric estimation techniques, which differ from
the traditional, and more prevalent, parametric model estimation techniques. In the
context of choice models, parametric models restrict the joint utility distribution to
belong to a parametrized class of distributions. This additional structure lends them
tractability, and the model parameters are typically estimated using standard model
fitting techniques, such as the maximum likelihood estimation (MLE) technique.
While parametric restrictions lend tractability, they typically also result in model
misspecification, which occurs when the imposed restrictions exclude the groundtruth data generating distribution. Model misspecification leads to biased parameter
estimates and inaccurate demand predictions. To alleviate this issue, nonparametric
techniques do not restrict the joint utility distribution and allow it to be described by
any member of the RUM model class. They then use sophisticated mathematical
techniques to search for the model that has the best fit to the observed data.
Nonparametric techniques generally work best when the volume of data is “large,”
which has increasingly been the case in the recent past because of firms’ ability to
collect highly fine-grained data.
We focus our discussion on broadly two types of techniques. The first technique
deals with the so-called rank-based choice model (Mahajan and Van Ryzin, 2001).
In this model, each product is treated as a bundle of features (e.g., color, weight,
size, price, etc.), which remain fixed and do not vary. The model is fit on transaction
data in which only the offer sets vary, and the trained model is used to predict
demand for a heretofore unseen offer set. The model can accommodate varying
product features by treating each product variant (e.g., the same product but with
different prices) as a separate product. This modeling approach is ideal when
product feature representations are not readily available (e.g., when purchases are
driven by hedonistic features, such as taste, feel, etc.; see, for instance, Hoyer and
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Ridgway, 1984; Kahn and Lehmann, 1991) and firms want to predict demand for
various offer sets of their existing products, for which sufficient observed data
exist. For example, airlines have existing transactions on customer bookings, which
contain information on the purchase fare class and the corresponding offered fare
classes for a set of customers. The airline wants to use this data to predict the
expected demand for each combination of offered fare classes in order to determine
the optimal collection of fare classes to open. Similarly, retailers (both online and
offline) want to optimize the offered assortments of existing products to customers.
One limitation of the rank-based model is that it cannot extrapolate demand to new
products or new variants of existing products.
The second technique we discuss addresses the inability of the rank-based choice
model to extrapolate demand. It deals with what we call the nonparametric mixture
of closed logit model (NPMXCL model), which was considered in Jagabathula et al.
(2020b).1 This model assumes that all products have consistent feature representations and specifies a flexible functional form relating product features to choice
probabilities. When trained on existing transaction data with “sufficient” variation in
features, the model can extrapolate demand to heretofore unseen products or product
variants. This model subsumes the rank-based model as a special case and is ideally
suited for estimating price elasticities, optimizing discount levels and promotion
mix, and determining the cannibalization effects of introducing new products.
Both techniques above formulate the estimation problem as a large-scale constrained convex optimization problem and build on recent developments within the
machine learning (ML) literature to propose efficient algorithms for model estimation. We also discuss some of the theoretical guarantees that can be established for
these methods.
The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. We first present an overview of
the setup, notation, and the data model. We then discuss the model assumptions and
the details of the corresponding estimation techniques for the rank-based model and
the NPMXCL model. We then briefly review other nonparametric choice models
proposed in the literature and conclude with some thoughts on future directions in
nonparametric choice modeling.
Notation We first summarize notation that is common to the rest of the chapter.
For any positive integer m, we let [m] denote the set {1, 2, . . . , m}, 0m denote the
all-zeros vector in Rm , and ∆m denote the unit m-simplex in Rm+1 . Vectors are
denoted by lower-case bold letters such as x, g, etc. For any multivariate function
h(·) on the Euclidean space, ∇h(·) denotes the gradient of h(·), i.e., the vector of
partial derivatives with respect to each of the input variables. We let "x" denote
the L2 -norm of any vector x in the Euclidean space. When we write x 1 > x 2 for
vectors x 1 #= x 2 , we mean that each element of x 1 is greater than the corresponding
element in x 2 . For any set A, |A| denotes its cardinality. Finally, $·, ·% denotes the
standard inner product in the Euclidean space.

1 However,

they did not introduce this nomenclature.
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8.2 General Setup
We consider the setting of a firm whose offerings belong to a universe [N ] =
{1, 2, . . . , N } of N products. The firm collects choice data over a collection M
of offer sets, where each offer set is a subset of the product universe [N] offered
to the customers. For each subset S ∈ M, we let yi,S ∈ [0, 1] denote the observed
fraction of customers who purchased product i when S was offered. Typically, the
customer can leave without making a purchase, which is represented by a special
product called the no-purchase or outside option. In our development below, the nopurchase option can be treated as any other product and consequently, we suppose
that the product universe [N ] and the offer sets already include the no-purchase
option. Note that we are implicitly assuming here that the firm can keep track of
customers who visited with an intent to purchase but did not make a purchase.
This can be done to a certain extent in the online e-commerce settings, but in
the offline settings, the no-purchase observations are typically censored. We do not
explicitly deal with this issue in this book chapter and suppose that the demand has
been uncensored using other means.2 We represent the observed data as the vector
def !
y M = (yi,S : i ∈ S, S ∈ M). Let M =
S∈M |S| denote the total number of
choice observations, so that y M ∈ [0, 1]M .
As mentioned earlier, a choice model specifies the probability that a customer
purchases a product from a given offer set. For the collection M, we represent the
collection of choice probabilities under a given model as the vector g M = (gi,S : i ∈
S, S ∈ M) where gi,S ∈ [0, 1] is the probability of choosing product i from offer set
S specified by the choice model. Estimating a model typically involves finding the
model parameters that best fit the observed data, where the model misfit is measured
using a loss function. More specifically, we measure the degree of model misfit using
a non-negative loss function g M '→ loss(y M , g M ) that measures the “distance”
between the observed choice fractions y M and model predicted choice probabilities
g M . We consider loss functions loss(y M , ·) that are (strictly) convex in the second
argument and have the property that loss(y M , g M ) = 0 if and only if y M = g M .
Letting G denote the set of all choice probability vectors (for the observed offer set
collection) that can be generated by the choice model family of interest, we solve
the following estimation problem:
min loss(y M , g M ).

g M ∈G

(GENERAL ESTIMATION PROBLEM)

2 There are numerous papers that explicitly account for the demand censoring issue while
estimating the choice model; see, for instance, Haensel and Koole (2011), Newman et al. (2014),
and Abdallah and Vulcano (2020).
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The following are two commonly used loss functions:
Example 1 (Log-Likelihood/Kullback–Leibler (KL) Divergence Loss Function)
This loss function is defined as follows:
"
"
$
#
loss(y M , g M ) = −
MS
yi,S log gi,S /yi,S ,
S∈M

i∈S

where the weight MS > 0 associated with offer set S ∈ M is equal to the
number of customers who were offered the assortment S. Note that if yi,S =
0 for some (i, S) pair, then the corresponding term is dropped from the loss
objective. It can be verified that this loss function is non-negative since it is
a weighted
sum (with non-negative weights) of individual
KL-divergence
terms$
#
#
$
!
− i∈S yi,S log(gi,S /yi,S ) between the distributions yi,S : i ∈ S and gi,S : i ∈ S
for each S ∈ M, which are always non-negative. For the same reason, we also have
that loss(y M , g M ) = 0 if and only if yi,S = gi,S for all i ∈ S and S ∈ M.
The loss function is strictly convex in the second argument, provided that the
observed fractions for all choice observations are strictly positive, i.e., y M > 0M .
This follows from the strict concavity of the logarithm function. Because the terms
involving the observed choice fractions (yi,S : i ∈ S, S ∈ M) are constants for
the optimization problem, it can be shown that minimizing the KL-divergence loss
function is equivalent to maximizing the log-likelihood. Therefore, employing this
loss function in the GENERAL ESTIMATION PROBLEM results in the maximum
likelihood estimate (MLE).
Example 2 (Squared Norm Loss Function) This loss function is defined as
%
%2
loss(y M , g M ) = %y M − g M % .

It is easy to see that the squared norm loss function is non-negative and takes a value
of 0 if and only if y M = g M . Further, it is strictly convex in g M for any fixed y M .

Having introduced the general setup for the estimation problem, we now
discuss in more detail two choice model families, the rank-based model and the
NPMXCL model.

8.3 Estimating the Rank-Based Model
The rank-based choice model is the most general representation of the RUM class
of models. Recall that a RUM model assumes that customers sample a utility
for each of the products and choose the available product with the highest utility
value. For finitely many products, it is clear that as far as the customer’s choice is
concerned, the actual utility values do not matter—only the preference ordering
induced by the sampled utilities matter; see, for instance, Block and Marschak
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(1960) and Mas-Colell et al. (1995). The rank-based choice model recognizes this
and models the preferences of each customer as a ranking or preference ordering of
the products. The preferences of a population of customers are, as a result, modeled
as a probability distribution over rankings.
The rank-based choice model has origins in the classical preference and utility
theory in economics and psychology (Block and Marschak, 1960; Manski, 1977;
Falmagne, 1978; Barberá and Pattanaik, 1986). Most of the work in this area has
focused on establishing theoretical properties of the model. For instance, Falmagne
(1978) shows that a system of choice probabilities defined over all possible offer
sets is consistent with a rank-based model if and only if all the Block–Marschak
polynomials are non-negative; see also Barberá and Pattanaik (1986). McFadden
(2005) provides additional necessary and sufficient conditions in the form of
systems of linear inequalities, and shows how the different conditions relate to one
another. For much of its history, the rank-based choice model has mostly served
as a theoretical construct because estimating it from choice data is a significant
computational challenge. Therefore, the literature on choice modeling has largely
focused on specific parametric models, which impose additional structure on
the utility distributions to trade off the restrictiveness of the models with the
computational tractability of estimating them. Farias et al. (2013) was one of the
first papers within the operations literature to tackle the computational challenge
of estimating the rank-based model from choice data. They used ideas in linear
programming to propose tractable techniques to predict revenues for new offer
sets. Subsequent work (van Ryzin and Vulcano, 2015, 2017; Jagabathula and
Rusmevichientong, 2017) further built on this paper to make the rank-based model
operationally tractable, some of which has focused on estimating the model and
solving the subsequent operational decision, such as the assortment or the pricing
decision.
Before discussing the estimation of the rank-based model, we formally define
the model. Let P denote the set of all permutations (or linear preference orders) of
the N products, so that |P| = N ! (N factorial). Each element σ ∈ P is a ranking
of the N products, and for all i ∈ [N ], we let σ (i) denote the rank of product
i. We assume that if σ (i) < σ (j ), then product i is preferred over product j in
the ranking σ . Given any offer set S, a customer chooses the product that is most
preferred under her ranking σ . Let 1[σ, i, S] denote the indicator variable that takes
a value of 1 if and only if product i is the most preferred product in S under σ ;
that is, 1[σ, i, S] = 1 if and only if σ (i) < σ (j ) for all j ∈ S, j #= i. The choice
behavior of the customer population is then modeled as a probability distribution
λ : P → [0, 1] over the permutations with λ(σ ) denoting the probability that a
customer uses the ranking σ when making a purchase.!Because λ is a probability
distribution, we have that λ(σ ) ≥ 0 for all σ ∈ P and σ ∈P λ(σ ) = 1.
Given any distribution over rankings λ, the vector of choice probabilities for the
offer set collection M under the rank-based model is given by:
g M (λ) = (gi,S (λ) : i ∈ S, S ∈ M)

where

gi,S (λ) =

"

σ ∈P

1[σ, i, S] · λ(σ ).
(8.1)
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The set of all such probability vectors consistent with a rank-based model is
denoted by G(P):
G(P) =





g M (λ) | λ : P → [0, 1],

"

σ ∈P



λ(σ ) = 1 .


(8.2)

The estimation problem for the rank-based model can then be formulated by
plugging in G = G(P) in the GENERAL ESTIMATION PROBLEM. However, solving
the problem in this form poses some difficulties. This is because the loss function
depends on the distribution λ only through the predicted choice probability vector
g M (λ), and, therefore, the underlying distribution is not directly identifiable in
general. In fact, Sher et al. (2011) showed that if N ≥ 4, there are multiple
distributions over rankings that are consistent with any given collection of choice
probabilities. The idea is that the choice probabilities impose O(2N ) degrees of
freedom (corresponding to all the subsets of [N ]) whereas the space of distributions
has O(N !) = O(2N log N ) degrees of freedom.
To see this fact more explicitly, we consider an alternate representation of G(P).
For each σ ∈ P, let f (σ ) ∈ {0, 1}M be the vector of indicators that determine
whether product i is chosen from offer set S under ranking σ :
f (σ ) = (1[σ, i, S] : S ∈ M, i ∈ S) ,

(8.3)

def
and let F(P) = {f (σ ) : σ ∈ P} denote the set of all such indicator vectors. Now,
consider the convex hull of the set F(P), which we denote as conv(F(P)), defined
as:


 "

"
conv (F(P)) =
αf f : αf ≥ 0 ∀f ∈ F(P),
αf = 1 .


f ∈F(P )

f ∈F(P )

Then, using the above equations it can be verified that G(P) = conv(F(P)). This
shows that G(P) is a convex polytope in RM . While G(P) as defined in (8.2)
appears to have a dependence on N ! variables, in practice the number of extreme
points of G(P) = conv(F(P)) can be (significantly) smaller than N ! (N factorial).
This is because two different rankings σ #= σ , may result in the same vector of
indicators f (σ ) = f (σ , ) as in the following example:

Example 3 (Complexity of G(P) Under Market Shares Data) Suppose that the firm
collects only market shares data, so that the offer set collection M = {[N]}. In this
case M = N and it follows that each f (σ ) ∈ {0, 1}N with f (σ1 ) = f (σ2 ) for
any two rankings σ1 , σ2 in which the top-ranked product is the same. Consequently,
|F(P)| = N - N ! (N factorial). Moreover, it can be verified that the number of
extreme points of conv(F(P)) is, in fact, N .
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More generally, the number of extreme points of conv(F(P)), which is at most
|F(P)|, depends on the variation amongst offer sets in M. Therefore, conv(F(P))
is a more succinct representation of G(P).
With the above development, the GENERAL ESTIMATION PROBLEM for the rankbased model takes the form:
min

g∈conv(F(P ))

loss(g),

(RANK-BASED MODEL ESTIMATION PROBLEM)

where we drop the explicit dependence of the set collection M on the predicted
choice probabilities, and the observed choice fractions y M on the loss function
for notational convenience. Since the constraint set is a convex polytope and the
objective function is convex, the RANK-BASED MODEL ESTIMATION PROBLEM is
a constrained convex program. In theory, it can be solved using standard methods for
convex optimization. The challenge, however, is two-fold: (a) the constraint polytope may not have an efficient description and (b) decomposing a candidate solution
g into the corresponding proportions α (and, therefore, the underlying distribution
λ) is itself a hard problem. Note that the distribution is required so that out-ofsample choice predictions can be made. To address these issues, Jagabathula and
Rusmevichientong (2019) (henceforth JR) used the conditional gradient algorithm,
which, as we will see shortly, transforms the convex optimization problem into
solving a series of linear optimization problems. But first, we show that the RANKBASED MODEL ESTIMATION PROBLEM has a unique optimal solution:
Theorem 1 (Unique Optimal Solution) For any strictly convex loss function
loss(·) over the domain conv(F(P)), the RANK-BASED MODEL ESTIMATION
PROBLEM has a unique optimal solution.
Proof We prove this result by contradiction. Suppose, if possible, there exist two
optimal solutions g ∗1 #= g ∗2 and let loss∗ = loss(g ∗1 ) = loss(g ∗2 ). By strict
convexity of loss(·), it follows that for any δ ∈ (0, 1):
loss(δg ∗1 + (1 − δ)g ∗2 ) < δ · loss(g ∗1 ) + (1 − δ) · loss(g ∗2 )

= δ · loss∗ + (1 − δ) · loss∗ = loss∗ .

Since, by definition, conv(F(P)) is convex, it follows that δg ∗1 + (1 − δ)g ∗2 ∈
conv(F(P)) is a feasible solution to the RANK-BASED MODEL ESTIMATION
∗
PROBLEM . But this contradicts the assumption that loss is the optimal objective
and, therefore, the optimal solution must be unique.
0
/
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8.3.1 Estimation via the Conditional Gradient Algorithm
As mentioned above, JR proposed to solve the RANK-BASED MODEL ESTIMATION PROBLEM using the conditional gradient algorithm. We begin with some
background on the algorithm and then discuss its application for estimating the rankbased choice model.
Background The conditional gradient (hereafter CG) algorithm (aka Frank–
Wolfe) algorithm (Clarkson, 2010; Jaggi, 2013) is an iterative method for solving
optimization problems of the form
min h(x),

x∈D

(8.4)

where h(·) is a differentiable convex function and D is a compact convex region in
the Euclidean space. It is in fact a generalization of the original algorithm proposed
by Frank and Wolfe (1956), who considered solving quadratic programming
problems with linear constraints. Starting from an arbitrary feasible point x (0) ∈ D,
(k)
such that
,in each iteration -k ≥ 1, the algorithm finds a descent direction d
(k)
(k−1)
∇h(x
< 0 and takes a suitable step in that direction. The algorithm
), d
computes such a descent direction by optimizing the linear approximation of h(·) at
the current iterate x (k−1) over the feasible domain D. That is, it solves the following
problem:
,
v (k) ∈ arg min h(x (k−1) ) + ∇h(x (k−1) ), v − x (k−1) . (FRANK–WOLFE STEP)
v∈D

Because the objective function in the FRANK–WOLFE STEP is linear in v, the
optimal solution v (k) is an extreme point of D. Having found the extreme point
def
v (k) , the algorithm updates the solution by taking a step along the direction d (k) =
(k)
(k)
(k−1)
(k)
(k−1)
(k)
(k)
v −x
obtaining x = x
+ γ · d for some step size γ ∈ [0, 1].
Since d (k) is a descent direction, it can be shown that for a suitable choice of γ (k) ,
we have h(x (k) ) < h(x (k−1) ) so that moving in the direction of v (k) ensures an
improving solution; see, e.g., Nocedal and Wright (2006).3 In the classical Frank–
Wolfe algorithm, the step size was fixed to γ (k) = 2/(k + 2). A standard alternative
is to do a line-search for the optimal step size in each iteration to obtain
/
.
γ (k) ∈ arg min h x (k−1) + γ · d (k) .
γ ∈[0,1]

0
1
0
1
is true as long as ∇h(x (k−1) ), v (k) − x (k−1) < 0. If ∇h(x (k−1) ), v (k) − x (k−1) ≥ 0, then
the convexity of h(·) implies that h(x) ≥ h(x (k−1) ) for all x ∈ D and consequently, x (k−1) is an
optimal solution.

3 This
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Note that the new iterate x (k) remains feasible; this follows because x (k) is a convex
combination of x (k−1) and v (k) and D is convex. Such feasibility of new iterates is
the main benefit of the CG algorithm compared to other classical algorithms such as
gradient descent, which may take infeasible steps that are then projected back onto
the feasible region; such projection steps are usually computationally expensive.
Another feature of the algorithm is that the solution at any iteration k is a convex
combination of the initial solution x (0) and the extreme points v (1) , v (2) , . . . , v (k) .
The CG algorithm is particularly attractive when solving the FRANK–WOLFE
STEP is “easy”—for instance, if D is a polyhedron, it reduces to an LP. The
CG algorithm has generated tremendous interest in the ML community for solving large-scale convex optimization problems in the recent past because of its
“projection-free” property and ability to deal with structured constraint sets. The
interested reader is referred to Jaggi’s excellent thesis (Jaggi, 2011) for a more
thorough development of the algorithm along with example applications.
We now apply the CG algorithm to solve the RANK-BASED MODEL ESTIMATION
This problem is exactly in the form (8.4) above with h(·) = loss(·)
and D = conv(F(P)). We initialize the algorithm by selecting an initial set
of rankings P (0) ⊆ P and proportions α (0) ∈ ∆|P (0) |−1 , and setting g (0) =
!
(0)
4
σ ∈P (0) ασ f (σ ), which by definition belongs to conv(F(P)). However, we
(0)
need to ensure that the initial loss objective loss(g ) and its gradient ∇loss(g (0) )
are both bounded; this aspect is discussed in more detail in Sect. 8.3.1.3 below. Then,
in each iteration k ≥ 1, the FRANK–WOLFE STEP is of the form:
,
min
loss(g (k−1) ) + ∇ loss(g (k−1) ), v − g (k−1) .
(8.5)
v∈conv(F(P ))
PROBLEM .

As mentioned earlier, the optimal solution to the above subproblem occurs at an
extreme point of the feasible set conv(F(P)). Because this set is the convex hull
of the vectors in F(P), the set of extreme points must be a subset of F(P).
Consequently, problem (8.5) is equivalent to the following:
min

v∈F(P )

,

,
∇loss(g (k−1) ), v − g (k−1) ≡ min ∇loss(g (k−1) ), f (σ ) − g (k−1) ,
σ ∈P

(8.6)
where the equivalence follows from the definition of F(P). Let σ (k) ∈ P
denote an optimal solution to (8.6); we discuss how to solve it in more detail
in Sect. 8.3.1.1 below. This means that the CG algorithm is iteratively adding
rankings σ (1) , σ (2) , . . . to the support of the distribution. Consequently, we term
subproblem (8.6) as the SUPPORT FINDING STEP.
As mentioned above, the standard variant of the CG algorithm does a linesearch to compute the optimal step size, which results in maximum improvement
in the objective value. An alternative is the “fully corrective” Frank–Wolfe (FCFW)
4 We

abuse notation and denote αf (σ ) as ασ for any σ ∈ P in the remainder of this section.
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Algorithm 1 CG algorithm for solving the RANK-BASED MODEL ESTIMATION
PROBLEM

!
(0)
1: Initialize: k ← 0; P (0) ⊆ P ; α (0) ∈ ∆|P (0) |−1 ; g (0) =
σ ∈P (0) ασ f (σ ) s.t.
(0)
(0)
loss(g ), ∇loss(g ) are bounded
2: while stopping condition is not met do
3:
k ←k+1
0
1
4:
Compute σ (k) ∈ arg minσ ∈P ∇loss(g (k−1) ), f (σ ) − g (k−1) (SUPPORT FINDING STEP)
3
2
5:
Update support of rankings P (k) ← P (k−1) ∪ σ (k)
#!
$
loss
6:
Compute α (k) ∈ arg minα∈∆ (k)
σ
∈
P (k) ασ f (σ )
P
−1
|
|
(PROPORTIONS UPDATE STEP)
4
5
(k)
7:
Update support of rankings P (k) ← σ ∈ P (k) : ασ > 0
!
8:
Update g (k) ← σ ∈P (k) ασ(k) f (σ )
9: end while
(k)
10: Output: rankings P (k) and proportions (ασ : σ ∈ P (k) )

variant (Shalev-Shwartz et al., 2010), which after finding the extreme point v (k)
in the FRANK–W
the objective function over the con3
2 OLFE STEP, re-optimizes
vex hull conv( x (0) , v (1) , . . . , v (k) ) of the initial solution and extreme points
found so far. When applied to our context, the algorithm computes weights
(k) ) that minimize the loss function loss(·) over the set
α (k) #2
= (ασ(k) : σ ∈ P3$
conv f (σ ) : σ ∈ P (k) , where P (k) is the set of rankings recovered up to
iteration k (see the notation in Algorithm 1). It then obtains the next iterate as
!
(k)
(k) represent the proportions of each
g (k) :=
σ ∈P (k) ασ f (σ ). The weights α
ranking and consequently, we call this the PROPORTIONS UPDATE STEP. The fully
corrective variant of the CG algorithm makes more progress (in terms of the
improvement in the objective value) in each iteration than the line-search variant
and is, therefore, most suited when the FRANK–WOLFE STEP is hard to solve. The
entire procedure is summarized in Algorithm 1.
Remark We note that van Ryzin and Vulcano (2015) proposed a market discovery
algorithm for obtaining the MLE of the rank-based choice model using a column
generation procedure. Though the authors derived their algorithm using duality
arguments, it can be verified that their procedure is identical to the one obtained from
solving the RANK-BASED MODEL ESTIMATION PROBLEM with the KL-divergence
loss function using the CG algorithm.
Next, we discuss the details of how to solve each of the SUPPORT FINDING and
PROPORTIONS UPDATE STEPS .

8.3.1.1

Solving the SUPPORT FINDING STEP

Noting that f (σ ) = (1[σ, i, S] : S ∈ M, i ∈ S), the SUPPORT FINDING STEP can
be written as follows:
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min

σ ∈P

/
" ".
∇loss(g (k−1) )

S∈M i∈S

i,S

· 1[σ, i, S].

(8.7)

This problem requires us to find a ranking with the minimum “cost,” which is
referred to as the rank aggregation problem in the ranking literature (Dwork et al.,
2001) and is known to be NP-hard; see, for instance, van Ryzin and Vulcano (2015)
and Jagabathula and Rusmevichientong (2019). In practice, subproblem (8.7) does
not need to be solved to optimality and any feasible solution that generates a
descent direction is sufficient to ensure an improving solution in Algorithm 1. Below
we discuss a few different approaches that can be used to obtain an approximate
solution.
Mixed Integer Program (MIP) Formulation van Ryzin and Vulcano (2015,
Section 4.3.2) formulated a special case of the rank aggregation subproblem (8.7),
which they referred to as the “Type Discovery Subproblem,” as an MIP. In
particular, they considered the case of individual purchase transactions where a
single transaction is observed for each offer set. The same formulation extends to
5
the aggregated data setting, which we present below.
$
#
To simplify the formulation, we let µi,S = ∇loss(g (k−1) i,S . We encode the
ranking σ using binary decision variables bij ∈ {0, 1} for all i, j ∈ [N ], i #= j ,
defined so that bij = 1 if and only if product i is preferred to product j , i.e.,
σ (i) < σ (j ). Further, we let wi,S = 1[σ, i, S] and denote the collection of decision
variables as b = (bij : i, j ∈ [N ], i #= j ), and w = (wi,S : S ∈ M, i ∈ S). Then,
subproblem (8.7) is equivalent to the following MIP:
min
b,w

""

S∈M i∈S

µi,S · wi,S

s.t. bij + bj i = 1 ∀ i, j ∈ [N ], i < j

bij + bj l + bli ≤ 2 ∀ i, j, l ∈ [N], i #= j #= l

(8.8a)
(8.8b)
(8.8c)

wj,S ≤ bj i ∀S ∈ M, ∀i, j ∈ S, i #= j
"
wj,S = 1 ∀S ∈ M

(8.8d)

bij ∈ {0, 1} ∀ i, j ∈ [N ], i #= j

(8.8f)

(8.8e)

j ∈S

wi,S ∈ {0, 1} ∀ S ∈ M, i ∈ S.

(8.8g)

The constraint (8.8b) ensures that either product i is preferred to product j or j
is preferred to i in the ranking. The second constraint (8.8c) enforces transitivity
amongst any three products in the ranking: if product i is preferred to j and j is

5 Mišić

(2016) also proposed a similar formulation for estimating the rank-based choice model
with an L1 -norm loss function using a column generation approach.
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preferred to l, then i must be preferred to l. The third constraint (8.8d) encodes the
consistency of the indicator variables 1[σ, i, S]; in particular, if wj,S = 1, then it
means that product j is the most preferred product from offer set S. This implies
that we must have bj i = 1 for all i ∈ S \ {j }, i.e., j is preferred over all other
products in S. The fourth constraint (8.8e) ensures that only one of the indicator
variables 1[σ, i, S] is non-zero for each offer set S. The objective function (8.8a) is
exactly the objective in (8.7). The formulation has O(N 2 +M) binary variables, and
O(N 3 + N 2 |M|) constraints. Again, note that MIP (8.8) does not need to be solved
to optimality, all we need is a feasible solution that generates a descent direction.
Given any feasible solution
! (b, w), the corresponding ranking σ can be computed
by setting σ (i) = 1 + j #=i bj i for all i ∈ [N ].

Leverage Structure in Observed Offer Set Collection Though the rank aggregation subproblem (8.7) is NP-hard in general, JR showed that if the observed offer set
collection M possesses certain structures, it can be solved efficiently. The structure
is captured via a choice graph over the observed offer sets: each offer set is a vertex
and the edges capture relationships amongst the most preferred products (under any
ranking) in the different offer sets. They show that subproblem (8.7), which they
refer to as the RANK AGGREGATION LP, can be formulated as a DP or LP over
the choice graph with linear or polynomial complexity (in N and |M|) for offer
set collections that commonly arise in retail and revenue management settings. See
Section 3 in JR for more details.
Local Search Heuristic A simple method to find an approximate solution to (8.7)
is the local search heuristic that was proposed in Mišić (2016) and Jagabathula and
Rusmevichientong (2017). This heuristic starts with a randomly chosen ranking and
then tries to find a better solution by evaluating all “neighboring” rankings obtained
by swapping the positions of any two products. The procedure is repeated until no
neighboring ranking yields a smaller objective value for (8.7), resulting in a locally
optimal solution σ̂ . If σ̂ does not produce an improving solution in Algorithm 1,
be verified by checking
if f (σ̂ ) − g (k−1) is a descent direction, i.e.,
0which can(k−1)
1
(k−1)
∇ loss(g
< 0, then we redo the search starting from a
), f (σ̂ ) − g
different ranking, until we exhaust a limit on the number of tries.
8.3.1.2

Solving the PROPORTIONS UPDATE STEP

When compared to the SUPPORT FINDING STEP, THE PROPORTIONS UPDATE STEP
is easier to solve because the corresponding subproblem is itself a convex program
over the unit simplex ∆|P (k) |−1 . It can be solved via the “away steps” variant of
the CG algorithm described in Sect. 8.4.1.2, which promotes recovery of sparse
distributions. Note that in line 7 in Algorithm 1, we drop the rankings with zero
probability mass from the support, decreasing the support size and resulting in a
sparser distribution. Another approach to solving the PROPORTIONS UPDATE STEP
is to use the expectation-maximization (EM) algorithm proposed by van Ryzin and
Vulcano (2017), which was utilized by the same authors in their market discovery
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algorithm (van Ryzin and Vulcano, 2015) for estimating the rank-based choice
model. An appealing feature of this approach is that the M-step involves closedform updates for the proportions α and, therefore, is simple to implement.
8.3.1.3

Initialization and Stopping Criterion

Line 1 in Algorithm 1 specifies that the initial collection of rankings P (0) should
be chosen such that the loss function and its gradient are2 bounded.
In particular,
3
for the KL-divergence loss function, choosing P (0) = σ (0) (and α (0) = (1))
(0)
is not possible since this results in gi,S
= 0 for any (i, S) where 1[σ (0) , i, S] =
0, making the initial loss objective loss(g (0) ) unbounded. van Ryzin and Vulcano
(2015) initialized their method with N rankings, with each product i ∈ [N ] being
the top-ranked product in exactly one ranking.6 This ensures that g (0) > 0M so
that both loss(g (0) ) and the gradient ∇loss(g (0) ) are bounded. Jagabathula and
Rusmevichientong (2017) considered an alternative approach where they start with
a ‘sales ranking’ in which products are ranked according to their aggregate sales
(across all offer sets), with higher sales products being more preferred in the ranking.
Then, they obtain N rankings by modifying the sales ranking: ranking i is obtained
by moving product i to the top-rank while the remaining products are shifted down
in the ranking. Again, this initialization ensures that g (0) > 0M .
Depending on the end goal, different stopping conditions may be used to
terminate the algorithm. If the objective is to get the best possible fit to the data,
then ideally we would like to run the algorithm until we are “close” to the optimal
solution g ∗ of the RANK-BASED MODEL ESTIMATION PROBLEM. If the SUPPORT
FINDING STEP can be solved optimally in each iteration, then its solution can be
used to construct an upper bound on the optimality gap of the current solution g (k) ,
defined as loss(g (k) ) − loss(g ∗ ); see Jaggi (2011) for details. Consequently, we
can choose to terminate the algorithm when loss(g (k) ) − loss(g ∗ ) ≤ ε for some
small ε > 0. An alternative approach is to stop when the absolute (or relative)
change in the loss function objective is smaller than some pre-defined threshold. On
the other hand, if the objective is to achieve good predictive performance out-ofsample, then the above approach may not work well as the final support may have
a large number of rankings and thus overfit to the observed choice data. In such
cases, standard information-theoretic measures proposed in the mixture modeling
literature (McLachlan and Peel, 2004) such as Akaike Information Criterion (AIC),
Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC), etc. that penalize overly complex mixture
models or ML techniques such as cross-validation can be used for model selection.
The approach used in Jagabathula et al. (2020b) was to limit the number of iterations
of the algorithm based on an upper bound on the support size of rankings that one

6 The

remaining products in each ranking can be chosen arbitrarily.
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is interested in finding. This idea is inspired by the early stopping rule in the ML
literature (Yao et al., 2007; Prechelt, 2012).

8.3.2 Convergence Guarantee for the Estimation Algorithm
We can establish a convergence rate guarantee for the iterates g (k) generated by
Algorithm 1. Since the guarantee is identical to the case of the NPMXCL model
discussed below, we do not repeat it here and refer the reader to Sect. 8.4.2 for the
formal result. However, an interesting question is whether the special structure of
the polytope conv(F(P)) can be leveraged to come up with stronger convergence
rates. Of course, the result does not address recovery of the underlying distribution
over rankings since it is not identifiable in general, as discussed earlier. To identify
the distribution, additional constraints need to be imposed. One such approach
was taken by Farias et al. (2013) where the goal was to find a distribution over
rankings compatible with observed transaction data that produces the worst-case
revenue for a given fixed assortment. The authors showed that such a distribution
is approximately the sparsest rank-based choice model that explains the observed
data.

8.4 Estimating the Nonparametric Mixture of Closed Logit
(NPMXCL) Model
The rank-based model does not have the ability to extrapolate demand to new products or newer variants of existing products. One approach to address this issue was
considered in Jagabathula and Rusmevichientong (2017). These authors extended
the rank-based model to accommodate products with varying prices by adding a
random consideration set layer on top of the rank-based model. Their consideration
set model assumes that customers sample a threshold parameter and consider for
purchase only those products who prices are less than the sampled threshold. From
among the considered products, the customers then choose according to a rankbased choice model. In this model, the consideration set layer captures the impact
of price changes on preferences and the rank-based model layer captures the impact
of assortment changes on the preferences. The authors proposed an EM method to
estimate the parameters of this generalized model and also showed how to use this
model to jointly optimize product prices and the assortment offered to customers.
However, this approach does not directly extend to capturing the variation in other
product features.
For that, Jagabathula et al. (2020b) (henceforth JSV) generalize the rankings in
the rank-based model to have a more flexible functional form that can incorporate
product features. More formally, suppose that each product is represented by a
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D-dimensional feature vector in some feature space Z ⊆ RD . Example features
include the price, brand, color, size, weight, etc. We let ziS denote the feature vector
of product i in offer set S, allowing product features (such as prices) to change
over time/location with each offer set. If one of the products is the no-purchase
option, then its feature vector is set to 0D in all offer sets.7 For any offer set S, let
Z S = (ziS : i ∈ S). Then we denote the collection of all observed feature vectors as
Z M = (Z S : S ∈ M).
The population preferences are modeled as a distribution over customer types,
defined as follows. We first consider the standard multinomial logit (MNL) types,
whose choice behavior is governed by the MNL model. In particular, given a
parameter (or “taste”) vector β ∈ RD , the MNL model specifies that a customer
purchases product i from offer set S with probability
fi,S (β; Z S ) = !

exp (β 6 ziS )
j ∈S

exp (β 6 zj S )

,

(MNL CHOICE PROBABILITY FUNCTION)

where we have made the dependence on the set of feature vectors Z S explicit.
The taste vector β captures the “value” that a customer places on each of the
product features in deciding which product to purchase. Each standard logit type
is represented using the vector f (β; Z M ) ∈ (0, 1)M which specifies the choice
probabilities for the observed offer set collection:
f (β; Z M ) = (fi,S (β; Z S ) : i ∈ S, S ∈ M).

(8.9)

3
def 2
Denote the set of all standard logit types as FMNL (Z M ) = f (β; Z M ) : β ∈ RD .
A key limitation of standard logit types is that they always assign a non-zero
purchase probability to every product in every offer set. As a result, they cannot
capture rank-based preferences, which allow for zero probabilities of purchase.
To address this limitation, JSV allow the customer types to be also described by
what they call boundary logit types, which include types on the “boundary” of the
set FMNL (Z M ). Formally, these types arise when the parameter vector β becomes
unbounded, as we see below. Including the boundary types results in a model that
is a distribution over the closed logit types FMNL (Z M ), which is the closure of the
set FMNL (Z M ) in RM ; we consider closure with respect to the standard Euclidean
topology on RM .
The following lemma establishes that the closed logit types contain rankings as
special cases, showcasing that the rank-based choice model is subsumed by this
model.
Lemma 1 For any offer set collection M, there exists a feature specification Z M
such that F(P) ⊂ FMNL (Z M ).
7 In this case, the feature vector for other products would typically include a constant feature 1 to
allow for general no-purchase market shares.
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Proof Recall that F(P) = {f (σ ) : σ ∈ P}, where f (σ ) is defined in (8.3).
Suppose that the feature representation of each product j ∈ [N ] is set to the one-hot
encoded vector, so that, zj S = ej for all offer sets S, where ej ∈ RN is a vector of
all zeros except 1 at the j th position. Note that the number of features D = N in
this case. Letting E S = (ej : j ∈ S) and E M = (E S : S ∈ M), we will show that
f (σ ) ∈ FMNL (E M ) for all σ ∈ P.
def
Given any ranking σ , define β σ = (−σ (1), −σ (2), · · · , −σ (N )) and consider
the sequence of standard logit types f (r · β σ ; E M ) for each r ∈ N. Using the MNL
CHOICE PROBABILITY FUNCTION , it follows that for any S ∈ M and any i ∈ S:
lim fi,S (r · β σ ; E S ) = lim !

r→∞

r→∞

= lim !
r→∞

= lim

r→∞

exp (r · (β 6
σ ei ))
j ∈S

exp (r · (β 6
σ ej ))

exp (−r · σ (i))
j ∈S exp (−r · σ (j ))

1+

!

1
exp
(r
· (σ (i) − σ (j )))
j ∈S\{i}

= 1[σ, i, S],

where the last equality follows from the definition of 1[σ, i, S]. Letting
$
def #
limr→∞ f (r · β σ ; E M ) = limr→∞ fi,S (r · β σ ; E S ) : i ∈ S, S ∈ M , it follows
that limr→∞ f (r · β σ ; E M ) = f (σ ). Since the closure of a set contains all limit
points, f (σ ) ∈ FMNL (E M ) and the claim follows.
0
/

In the remainder of the section, we leave the dependence of the closed logit types
on the observed feature vectors implicit and use fi,S (β) and f (β), respectively, to
denote the choice probability under an MNL model and a standard logit type, and
def
FMNL to denote the set of closed logit types. We also use BMNL = FMNL \ FMNL
to denote the set of boundary logit types. Further, because the parameter vector β
for a boundary logit type is not well-defined, we refer to a general customer type in
FMNL simply as f = (fi,S : i ∈ S, S ∈ M).
Now, as mentioned above, the population is described by a distribution over the
5
4
def
customer types FMNL . Let Q = Q : Q is a distribution over FMNL denote the
space of all distributions over FMNL .8 Given any distribution Q ∈ Q, the vector of
choice probabilities for the offer set collection M is given by:
g M (Q) = (gi,S (Q) : i ∈ S, S ∈ M)

8 Our

where

gi,S (Q) =

6

FMNL

fi,S dQ(f ).

development here is closely related to that in JSV but with slight differences.

(8.10)
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3
def 2
Then, defining G(Q) = g M (Q) : Q ∈ Q , the goal is to solve the GENERAL
ESTIMATION PROBLEM with G = G(Q). Unlike the rank-based model, however,
where the distribution λ was over the finite set of permutations P, the distribution
Q is now defined over an infinite set of customer types FMNL , and consequently it is
more challenging to describe the constraint set G(Q). Despite this, JSV showed that
G(Q) does permit an alternative representation that is easier to handle. For instance,
suppose that Q is a discrete distribution with finite support. Then, it is easy to see
that g M (Q) must belong to the convex hull of the set FMNL , defined as:
conv(FMNL )


"

"
=
αf f : F ⊂ FMNL is finite and
αf = 1, αf ≥ 0 ∀f ∈ F .


f ∈F

f ∈F

More generally, since FMNL is a compact subset of RM (it is closed by definition
and bounded since each f ∈ [0, 1]M ), it follows from existing results (see,
e.g., Lindsay, 1983) that the set conv(FMNL ) contains vectors g M (Q) generated by
any distribution Q over FMNL , so in fact G(Q) = conv(FMNL ). This is the reason
we term this model the nonparametric mixture of closed logit (NPMXCL) model,
since it does not impose any parametric assumptions on the mixing distribution Q.
With the above development, the GENERAL ESTIMATION PROBLEM for the
NPMXCL model takes the form:
min

g∈conv(FMNL )

loss(g),

(NPMXCL MODEL ESTIMATION PROBLEM)

where again we drop the explicit dependence of the predicted choice probability
vector g M on the offer set collection M, and of the loss function on y M . It can be
verified that the NPMXCL MODEL ESTIMATION PROBLEM is a convex program with
a compact constraint set; see Lemma 1 in JSV. Moreover, the strict convexity of the
loss function again ensures that the NPMXCL MODEL ESTIMATION PROBLEM has a
unique optimal solution (the proof is identical to that of Theorem 1 earlier).
Relation to the Mixed Logit Models The mixture of logit or mixed logit
model (Hensher and Greene, 2003; Train, 2009) assumes that customer preferences
are modeled as a distribution over standard logit types, that is, as a distribution over
FMNL .9 This model is designed to capture heterogeneity in customer preferences
and also to overcome the restrictive independence of irrelevant alternatives (IIA)
property of the MNL model (Luce, 1959) to allow for complex substitution patterns.
In fact, McFadden and Train (2000) showed that any model in the RUM class can

9 Technically,

the distribution is modeled over the parameter vector β as opposed to its “type”
representation f (β).
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be approximated to arbitrary degree of accuracy by a mixed logit model with an
appropriate specification for the product features and the mixing distribution.
While the mixed logit model is stated in this general form, it is rarely estimated as
such. Traditionally, for purposes of tractability, the mixing distribution is restricted
to belong to some parametric family Q(Θ) of distributions defined over parameter
def
space Θ such that Q(Θ) = {Qθ : θ ∈ Θ} and Qθ is the mixing distribution over
the MNL taste vector β corresponding to the parameter vector θ ∈ Θ. Analogous
to (8.10), the predicted choice probability vector g M (Qθ ) corresponding to mixing
distribution Qθ is given by:
g M (Qθ ) = (gi,S (Qθ ) : i ∈ S, S ∈ M)

where

gi,S (Qθ ) =

6

RD

fi,S (β) d Qθ (β).

(8.11)
The best fitting distribution from the family Q(Θ) is then obtained by solving the
following MLE problem:10
max
θ∈Θ

"

S∈M

MS

"
i∈S

#
$
yi,S log gi,S (Qθ ) .

(8.12)

Different assumptions for the family Q(Θ) lead to different mixed logit models.
The most standard assumption is that the mixing distribution follows a multivariate normal distribution N(µ, Σ), parametrized by θ = (µ, Σ), where µ is the
mean and Σ is the covariance matrix of the distribution. The resulting model is
referred to as the random parameters logit (RPL) model (Train, 2009). Under the
RPL model, computing the choice probabilities in (8.11) requires the evaluation
of an integral, which is often approximated through a Monte Carlo simulation.
This results in a maximum simulated likelihood estimator (MSLE). Since the loglikelihood objective is typically non-convex in the parameters θ , gradient-based
optimization routines are used to reach a local optimal solution. Often, additional
structure is imposed on the covariance matrix (such as a diagonal matrix) to reduce
the dimensionality of the parameter space. The interested reader is referred to
Chapters 8 and 9 in Train (2009) for an overview of such estimation procedures.
The other common assumption is that the mixing distribution has a finite support
of size K. The distribution is then parametrized by θ = (α1 , . . . , αK , β 1 , . . . , β K ),
where (β 1 , . . . , β K ) denotes the support of the distribution
! and (α1 , . . . , αK )
denotes the corresponding mixture proportions, so that
k∈[K] αk = 1 and
αk ≥ 0 for all k ∈ [K]. The resulting model is referred to as the latent class
MNL (LC-MNL) model (Bhat, 1997; Boxall and Adamowicz, 2002; Greene and
Hensher, 2003).
! In this case, the predicted choice probabilities in (8.11) simplify to
gi,S (Qθ ) = K
k=1 αk fi,S (β k ). However, direct optimization of the log-likelihood
objective is challenging since it is non-convex in the parameters θ and further, the
10 This is equivalent to minimizing the KL-divergence loss function and is the standard choice
when estimating the mixed logit model.
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number of parameters scales with the number of mixture components: for a K class
LC-MNL model, we need to estimate K · D + K − 1 parameters. Consequently, the
EM algorithm is employed to solve the MLE problem, which reduces the original
problem into iteratively fitting K MNL models on weighted transformations of the
observed sales fractions y M . We refer the reader to Chapter 14 in Train (2009) for
a detailed description of the EM algorithm for estimating LC-MNL models.
The NPMXCL model differs from the traditional mixed logit model in two key
ways: it allows (a) individual customer types to be boundary logit types, as opposed
to only standard logit types, and (b) the mixing distribution to be an arbitrary
distribution. By allowing for boundary logit types, it subsumes the rank-based
model (as shown in Lemma 1 above). In addition, by allowing for arbitrary mixing
distributions, it mitigates the model misspecification issue. Both the RPL and the
LC-MNL models are susceptible to model misspecification, which occurs when the
ground-truth mixing distribution is not contained in the search space Q(Θ). Model
misspecification can result in biased estimates for the parameters (Train, 2008) as
well as poor goodness-of-fit (Fox et al., 2011). These issues are mitigated by the
NPMXCL model.

8.4.1 Estimation via the Conditional Gradient Algorithm
We now discuss how to estimate the model parameters from observed choice data.
The development of this section closely follows that of the rank-based model
above. Since the NPMXCL MODEL ESTIMATION PROBLEM is a constrained convex
program, in theory, we can use any standard method for convex optimization to
solve it. However, similar to estimating the rank-based model earlier, there are two
challenges: (a) the constraint region conv(FMNL ) lacks an efficient description; and
(b) decomposing any candidate solution g into the underlying mixing distribution
Q, which is needed so that out-of-sample predictions can be made, is a hard
problem. In particular, note that conv(FMNL ) may not be a convex polytope as it
could have infinitely many extreme points. JSV showed that the conditional gradient
(CG) algorithm is again the ideal candidate to address both of these challenges.
As in the case of the rank-based model, we start with a distribution on an initial
set of types F(0) ⊆ FMNL such that both the loss objective loss(g (0) ) and its gradient
∇ loss(g (0) ) are bounded (see the discussion in Sect. 8.4.1.3 below). Then, using
analogous arguments as in Sect. 8.3.1, the FRANK–WOLFE STEP in iteration k ≥ 1
can be shown to be of the form:
,
min ∇loss(g (k−1) ), v − g (k−1) .
(8.13)
v∈FMNL

Let f (k) denote an optimal solution to (8.13); we discuss how to solve it in
Sect. 8.4.1.1 below. Again, we observe that the CG algorithm is iteratively adding
customer types f (1) , f (2) , . . . to the support of the mixing distribution. As before,
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we use the FCFW variant that re-optimizes the loss objective over the support of the
customer types recovered so far to promote recovery of sparser mixing distributions.
Algorithm 2 summarizes the estimation procedure.
Algorithm 2 CG algorithm for solving the NPMXCL MODEL ESTIMATION PROBLEM

1: Initialize: k ← 0; F(0) ⊆ FMNL ; α (0) ∈ ∆77

7 ;
7
7F(0) 7−1

g (0) =

!

f ∈F(0)

αf(0) f s.t.

loss(g (0) ), ∇loss(g (0) ) are bounded
2: while stopping condition is not met do
3:
k ←k+1
0
1
4:
Compute f (k) ∈ arg minv∈FMNL ∇ loss(g (k−1) ), v − g (k−1) (SUPPORT FINDING STEP)
5
4
5:
Update support of types F(k) ← F(k−1) ∪ f (k)
.!
/
6:
Compute α (k) ∈ arg minα∈∆ (k)
loss
(PROPORTIONS UPDATE STEP)
(k) αf f
f
∈F
|F |4−1
5
(k)
(k)
(k)
7:
Update support of types F ← f ∈ F : αf > 0
!
(k)
8:
Update g (k) ← f ∈F(k) αf f
9: end while
(k)
10: Output: customer types F(k) and proportions (αf : f ∈ F(k) )

Below, we discuss how to solve the SUPPORT FINDING STEP and PROPORTIONS
in more detail.

UPDATE STEP

8.4.1.1

Solving the SUPPORT FINDING STEP

2
3
Recall that FMNL = f (β) : β ∈ RD and f (β) = (fi,S (β) : S ∈ M, i ∈ S).
By plugging in the MNL CHOICE PROBABILITY FUNCTION and ignoring constant
terms, it follows that:
,
min ∇loss(g (k−1) ), v − g (k−1)
v∈FMNL

≡ min

β∈RD

" ".

S∈M i∈S

∇ loss(g (k−1) )

/

i,S

·!

exp (β 6 ziS )

j ∈S

exp (β 6 zj S )

.

(8.14)

The optimal solution to the above problem may be unbounded. Such unbounded
solutions are instances of the boundary logit types BMNL = FMNL \ FMNL , as we
show in Sect. 8.4.3 below.
Even if the optimal solution is bounded, finding it may be intractable because
the objective in (8.14) is non-convex in the parameter β (see Online Appendix D
in JSV). However, in practice, we only need to find a feasible descent direction to
ensure an improving solution in Algorithm 2 and, therefore, general-purpose nonlinear program solvers can be employed to obtain approximate solutions to (8.14).
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JSV reported favorable performance of the Broyden–Fletcher–Goldfarb–Shanno
(BFGS) method (Nocedal and Wright, 2006, Section 6.1) in generating improving
solutions, although other methods could also be explored.
8.4.1.2

Solving the PROPORTIONS UPDATE STEP

As in the case of the rank-based model, the PROPORTIONS UPDATE STEP is a
convex program over the unit simplex ∆77 (k) 77 . While in principle any method
7F

7−1

can be used to solve it, a particular variant of the CG algorithm is ideally suited.
This variant (Guélat and Marcotte, 1986) compares two opposing steps to update
the estimate in each iteration: the FRANK–WOLFE STEP that finds a descent
direction, and an “away” step that reduces probability mass—possibly to zero—
from a previously found extreme point (one amongst v (1) , . . . , v (k) ) or the initial
solution x (0) . Observe that the FRANK–WOLFE STEP can be solved exactly for
the PROPORTIONS UPDATE STEP by searching over the extreme points of the unit
simplex ∆77 (k) 77 . The next iterate x (k) is determined by the step (Frank–Wolfe
7F

7−1

or away) that results in larger improvement in the objective value; see Krishnan
et al. (2015, Appendix B.1) for the precise description of this variant. The presence
of away steps implies that the algorithm can ‘drop’ customer types, i.e., assign
zero probability mass to, found in previous iterations from the support of the
mixing distribution, resulting in sparser solutions. This is implemented in line 7
of Algorithm 2.
8.4.1.3

Initialization and Stopping Criterion

Algorithm 2 can be initialized with any g (0) ∈ FMNL such that both the initial
loss loss(g (0) ) 2and its gradient
∇loss(g (0) ) are bounded. For instance, we could
3
(0)
choose F = f (β MNL ) and α (0) = (1), resulting in g (0) = f (β MNL ); where
β MNL is the parameter estimate obtained by fitting an MNL model to the data. The
MNL log-likelihood objective is globally concave in β and there exist efficient
algorithms (Hunter, 2004; Jagabathula and Venkataraman, 2020) that exhibit fast
convergence in practice. Another option is to fit an LC-MNL model with a “small”
number of classes using the EM algorithm.
The same stopping criterion listed in Sect. 8.3.1.3 can also be adopted for
Algorithm 2.

8.4.2 Convergence Guarantee for the Estimation Algorithm
JSV established a sublinear convergence guarantee for Algorithm 2. We state here a
simplified version of their result (ignoring the derived constants) and the interested
reader is referred to Section 5.1 in JSV for the precise guarantee:
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Theorem 2 (Sublinear Convergence of the CG Algorithm) For both loss functions defined in Sect. 8.2, the iterates generated by Algorithm 2 satisfy:

loss(g (k) ) − loss(g ∗ ) = O

8 9
1
k

for all k ≥ K̄,

where g ∗ is an optimal solution to the NPMXCL MODEL ESTIMATION PROBLEM
and K̄ ≥ 1 is some index.

Proof For the detailed proof, please see Online Appendix A.2 in JSV; here we
provide a sketch of the proof. Jaggi (2013) showed that the CG algorithm converges
at an O(1/k) rate if the (non-negative) curvature constant is bounded from above.
The curvature constant is bounded if the constraint set is bounded and the hessian
of the objective function is bounded from above. For the NPMXCL MODEL ESTIMATION PROBLEM , the domain conv(FMNL ) ⊆ [0, 1]M is bounded. For the squared
norm loss function (Example 2 in Sect. 8.2), the hessian is also bounded from above
and so the convergence guarantee follows from existing results. However, it can be
verified that the hessian of the KL-divergence loss function (Example 1 in Sect. 8.2)
becomes unbounded close to the boundary of the domain conv(FMNL ), i.e., when g
has entries that are close to 0, and thus, the existing guarantee does not apply. JSV
showed that each iterate g (k) generated by Algorithm 2 has entries that are bounded
from below by a data-dependent constant ξmin > 0. In other words, the iterates do
not get too close to the boundary of the domain and they exploit this fact to establish
the O(1/k) convergence rate for the KL-divergence loss function as well, with the
2 .
constant scaling in 1/ξmin
0
/
While the above result establishes convergence of loss(g (k) ) to the optimal objective loss(g ∗ ), it does not say anything regarding convergence to the
true mixing distribution from which the data was generated. Without additional
assumptions, establishing convergence to the ground-truth mixing distribution is
challenging since g ∗ can be decomposed into many underlying distributions in
general. JSV showed through a simulation study that Algorithm 2 does recover
good approximations to different ground-truth mixing distributions when there is
sufficient variation in the observed choice data. Identifying conditions under which
the CG algorithm recovers the ground-truth mixing distribution is an interesting
direction for future work.
To gain further insights, JSV also analyzed the support of the mixing distribution
recovered by the CG algorithm, which is determined by the structure of the optimal
solutions to the SUPPORT FINDING STEP. We discuss this next.

8.4.3 Characterizing the Choice Behavior of Closed Logit
Types
As alluded to earlier, the optimal solution to the SUPPORT FINDING STEP can
either be a standard logit type or a boundary logit type. Standard logit types are
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characterized by their corresponding taste parameters β, which can be used to make
out-of-sample predictions on new offer sets. However, it is not immediately clear
how to think of boundary logit types, since by definition there exists no parameter
β that can describe such types. To address this issue, JSV provided the following
concise characterization of boundary logit types (see Online Appendix A.3 in JSV
for the proof):
Theorem 3 (Characterization of Boundary Logit Types) Any boundary logit
type f ∈ BMNL satisfies fi,S = 0 for at least one (i, S) pair in the observed offer
set collection M. Moreover, we can find parameters β 0 , ω ∈ RD such that, for each
S ∈ M and all i ∈ S (with r ∈ N below):
fi,S

$
#
exp (β 0 + r · ω)6 ziS
$.
#
= lim !
6
r→∞
j ∈S exp (β 0 + r · ω) zj S

The result establishes that boundary logit types assign zero probability to at least
one data point in the observed offer set collection M, compared to standard logit
types that assign non-zero probabilities to all observations. Moreover, boundary
logit types arise as a result of limiting MNL models, obtained as the parameter
vector β is pushed to infinity. In particular, for any boundary logit type f , there
exist parameters (β 0 , ω) such that f = limr→∞ f (β 0 + r · ω), where recall that
f (β 0 + r · ω) corresponds to a standard logit type with parameter vector β 0 + r · ω.
Thus, unlike standard logit types that are described by a single parameter vector,
boundary types are characterized by a pair of parameters. In fact, boundary logit
types can be considered as natural generalizations of rankings to capture the impact
of changing product features, as we show next.
The above characterization reveals a preference ordering over the products
induced by the parameter vector ω, that determines which product is chosen from
a given offer set. For ease of exposition, suppose that product features do not vary
with the offer set, so that we can write zj instead of zj S for the feature vector of
product j in each offer set S. The preference order is determined by product utilities
def
uj = ω6 zj for each product j ∈ [N ]. In particular, the utilities induce a preference
order ! among the products such that j ! j , , read as “product j is weakly preferred
over product j , ,” if and only if uj ≥ uj , . The relation ! is in general a weak (or
partial) ordering and not a strict (or complete) ordering because utilities of two
products may be equal. Consequently, we write j 9 j , if uj > uj , and j ∼ j , if
uj = uj , . Note that such a preference order differs from a ranking in two ways: (a)
it can be a partial ordering, and (b) the ordering depends on the values of the product
features.
Similar to rankings, it can be shown that when offered any set S ⊆ [N ], boundary
logit types choose only amongst the most preferred products in S, determined
according to the preference order !. To see that, let C(S) denote the set of most
preferred products in S, so that for all j ∈ C(S), we have j ∼ * if * ∈ C(S) and
2
3
def
j 9 * if * ∈ S \ C(S). Let u∗ = max uj : j ∈ S denote the maximum utility
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among the products in S. From the definition of !, it follows that u∗ = uj for all
j ∈ C(S) and u∗ > uj for all j ∈ S \C(S). Note it is possible that C(S) = S in case
all the product utilities are equal. Now to determine which products will be chosen
from S, we first multiply the numerator and denominator of the choice probabilities
∗
defined in Theorem 3 by e−r·u . Then, it follows that for any j ∈ S:
$
#
exp (β 0 + r · ω)6 zj
$
#
!
6
*∈S exp (β 0 + r · ω) z*

∗ −u )
j

· exp(β 6
0 zj )
!
6
−r·(u∗ −u* )
exp(β
z
)
+
e
*∈C(S)
*∈S\C(S)
0 *

=!

e−r·(u

· exp(β 6
0 z* )

,

(8.15)

where we plugged in ω6 z* = u* for each * ∈ S. Taking the limit r → ∞, it follows
∗
that each of the terms e−r·(u −u* ) , * ∈ S \ C(S),!goes to zero since u* < u∗ . As
a result, the denominator in (8.15) converges to *∈C(S) exp(β 6
0 z* ). On the other
hand, the numerator converges to exp(β 6
z
)
if
j
∈
C(S)
and
0
if j ∈ S \ C(S).
0 j
Combining the two, we obtain the following choice probability prediction for any
product j in offer set S from Theorem 3:

.
/
6
exp(β 6 z )/ !
*∈C(S) exp(β 0 z* ) ,
0 j
fj,S (β 0 , ω) =
0,

if j ∈ C(S) and

if j ∈ S \ C(S),

where we abuse notation and let fj,S (β 0 , ω) denote the probability of choosing
product j from offer set S under the boundary logit type described by (β 0 , ω).
This implies that only products that are within C(S) are considered for purchase.
Algorithm 3 outlines the above procedure for the general case.
Note the contrasting roles of the parameters ω and β 0 in defining the choice
probabilities for a boundary logit type. The parameter vector ω (through the
preference ordering ! it induces) determines the consideration set C(S)—the subset
of products that the customer considers for purchase—whereas the parameter vector
Algorithm 3 Predicting choice probabilities for boundary logit type described by
parameters (β 0 , ω)
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:

Input: Offer set S with product features zj S ∈ RD for each j ∈ S
Compute utilities uj = ω6 zj S for
2 each j ∈ S.
3
Form consideration set C(S) = j ∈ S | uj = max*∈S u*
For any j ∈
/ C(S), fj,S (β 0 , ω) ← 0
For any j ∈ C(S),
fj,S (β 0 , ω) ← !

exp (β 6
0 zj S )

6
*∈C(S) exp (β 0 z*S )

6: Output: Choice probabilities (fj,S (β 0 , ω) : j ∈ S)
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β 0 determines the choice probabilities from within the consideration set, governed
by an MNL model. In particular, the parameter vector ω dictates how a product’s
features impact its inclusion into the consideration set. For instance, suppose that
product j with utility uj < u∗ is not in consideration currently, where recall
that u∗ is the maximum utility of a product in offer set S. Further, suppose one
of the features is price and the corresponding coefficient in parameter vector ω is
ωp < 0. Then, product j will enter into consideration only if its price is sufficiently
reduced so that its resulting utility is at least u∗ (assuming all other features are held
u∗ −u
constant). In other words, the price should be dropped by at least −ωpj to ensure
consideration of product j . Such a dependence cannot be modeled via rankings
since they do not capture the impact of changing product features on the choice
probabilities. Consequently, boundary logit types can be viewed as generalizations
of rankings that account for more nuanced dependence of the choice behavior on
the product features.
The choice behavior of boundary logit types is consistent with prior literature,
which establishes that customers often consider a subset of the products on offer
before making the choice; see, e.g., Hauser (2014), Jagabathula and Rusmevichientong (2017), and Aouad et al. (2020b). For further insights, we refer the reader to
Section 5.3 in JSV where the authors analyze the consideration sets of the boundary
logit types recovered by the CG algorithm.

8.5 Other Nonparametric Choice Models
There is growing interest in developing nonparametric methods to estimate choice
models, and our discussion above has but scratched the surface. In this section, we
briefly discuss other nonparametric choice models that have received attention in
the operations literature.
Choice Model Trees Aouad et al. (2020a) propose choice model trees, a novel
choice model which leverages a decision tree to segment the customer population
based on observable characteristics like demographics and prior purchase history,
and then fits an MNL model for each segment, where the segments correspond to the
leaf/terminal nodes in the tree. The tree splits are recursively chosen to maximize the
log-likelihood of the observed choice data, which is obtained by summing over the
log-likelihoods for each leaf node. Their approach can be viewed as a nonparametric
variant of the LC-MNL model introduced in Sect. 8.4, since the decision tree splits
can be used to capture flexible mappings from customer characteristics to segments.
Moreover, choice model trees assign each customer to exactly one segment,
unlike the classical LC-MNL model that outputs a probabilistic assignment over
the different segments. The authors show that their proposed model outperforms
natural benchmarks in predictive accuracy, while also providing an interpretable
segmentation of the population.
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Nonparametric Tree Choice Model Paul et al. (2018) propose a general tree
choice model where the customer demand is modeled via a rooted (undirected)
binary tree in which each node corresponds to a product, and the set of all possible
customer types is characterized by the set of all linear paths—paths that move
either progressively toward or away from the root node—in the tree. Since each
path can be viewed as a preference ordering of the products appearing on the path,
their model can be viewed as a special case of the rank-based choice model as it
considers only a subset of all possible rankings.11 Their model generalizes the one
proposed in Honhon et al. (2012), which only considered paths that start or end at
the root node. To estimate the model, Paul et al. (2018) propose a greedy heuristic
that incrementally adds nodes to the existing tree with the goal of maximizing the
number of customer types that is consistent with the observed choice data, and
prevents overfitting by controlling the depth of the tree. Having estimated the tree
and, therefore, the set of customer types, they solve the MLE problem for estimating
the distribution λ over these types (recall the notation in Sect. 8.3). Since the loglikelihood objective is concave in the ranking probabilities λ(σ ) and the number of
customer types is O(N 2 ), the MLE problem can be solved efficiently using standard
non-linear solvers. They also propose tractable algorithms for several assortment
and pricing problems under the proposed choice model.
Mixture of Mallows Model One limitation of the rank-based choice model is
that it assigns zero probability to any choice that is not consistent with any of the
rankings in its support. This can be problematic since typically sparse models are
chosen that have “small” support sizes. One remedy to this is the NPMXCL model
of Jagabathula et al. (2020b) that we discussed above. An alternative approach was
recently proposed by Désir et al. (2021), who consider a smoothed generalization of
(sparse) rank-based models by assuming that the underlying probability distribution
over rankings is specified as a mixture of Mallows models, with the number of
mixture components equal to the support size of the rank-based model. The Mallows
model (Mallows, 1957) assumes that consumer preferences are concentrated around
a central ranking τ and the probability of sampling a ranking σ different from τ
falls exponentially with the Kendall-Tau distance d(σ, τ ), defined as the number
of pairwise disagreements between σ and τ . In other words, the Mallows model
creates a smoothing property around the central ranking τ . Therefore, the mixture
of Mallows model provides a natural generalization of the rank-based choice model,
assigning a non-zero probability to every possible choice. Désir et al. (2021)
propose an EM algorithm to estimate the mixture of Mallows model, where the Mstep involves solving a MIP. Moreover, they propose several practical approaches
for solving the assortment optimization problem and show that Mallows-based
smoothing can improve both the prediction as well as decision accuracy compared
to the rank-based model.
11 The rank-based model can allow for the number of products in a ranking to be strictly smaller
than the size of the product universe, in which case the customer selects the no-purchase option if
none of the products in the ranking is part of the offer set.
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DAG-Based Choice Model The existing work on choice-based demand models in
the operations literature has largely focused on using aggregate sales transaction
data for estimation, and this has been the focus of our discussion in this book
chapter as well. However, with the increasing availability of individual-level
transaction data (also referred to as panel data), there is an opportunity to capture
and estimate individual preferences. One of the first steps in this direction was
taken by Jagabathula and Vulcano (2018) who introduced a nonparametric choice
model in which each customer is characterized by a directed acyclic graph (DAG)
representing a partial order among products in a category. A directed edge from node
i to node j in the DAG indicates that the customer prefers the product corresponding
to node i over the product corresponding to node j . The DAG captures the fact that
customer preferences are acyclic or transitive. Unlike a full preference ordering,
a DAG specifies pairwise preferences for only a subset of product pairs; therefore,
it represents a partial order. When visiting the store, the customer samples a full
preference ordering (ranking) consistent with her DAG according to a pre-specified
distribution, forms a consideration set and then purchases the most preferred
product (according to the sampled ranking) amongst the ones she considers. The
authors provide a procedure to construct the DAG for each customer based on her
store visits, and they define several behavioral models to form consideration sets.
Then, they estimate the distribution over rankings that best explains the observed
purchasing patterns of the customers. Using real-world panel data on grocery store
visits, the authors show that their proposed approach provides more accurate and
fine-grained predictions for individual purchase behavior compared to state-of-theart benchmark methods. Recently, Jagabathula et al. (2020a) consider a refinement
of this choice model with the objective of designing personalized promotions.
Models Beyond the RUM Class Our discussion has focused primarily on the
RUM model class as it has been the de-facto choice model in the operations and
revenue management literature for the past two decades. However, the recent work
of Jagabathula and Rusmevichientong (2019) on the limit of stochastic rationality
(LoR) provides evidence for the need to go beyond the RUM class. Recall from
Sect. 8.2 that the global minimum of the loss function is achieved when y M = g M ,
resulting in zero loss and a perfect fit to the observed choice data. However, this
may not be achievable if the observed choice data is inconsistent with the RUM
model, so that y M ∈
/ G. Using a case study on grocery stores sales transaction
data, Jagabathula and Rusmevichientong (2019) showed that the rationality loss,
which they define as the best fit achievable using a model in the RUM class,
i.e., loss(y M , g ∗ ) where g ∗ is the optimal solution to the RANK-BASED MODEL
ESTIMATION PROBLEM , can be high for many product categories, suggesting
the need for more sophisticated choice models. In their paper, the authors show
that fitting a latent class generalized attraction model (LC-GAM) (Gallego et al.,
2015), a parametric choice model that lies outside the RUM class, can help to
breach the LoR for many categories. Since then, there has been significant progress
in developing nonparametric models that extend the RUM class: the generalized
stochastic preference (GSP) choice model (Berbeglia, 2018), the decision forest
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choice model (Chen and Mišić, 2019) and the binary choice forest model (Chen
et al., 2019) to name a few. This is an emerging research area and we expect a lot
more work in this space.

8.6 Concluding Thoughts
Developing nonparametric methods for estimating choice models is an active area of
research, with substantial interest both from academics and practitioners. With the
availability of large volumes of increasingly granular data and corresponding access
to flexible large-scale computing, nonparametric methods are not only possible but
also necessary for attaining a high degree of prediction accuracy. We expect firms
to continue to invest in implementing these methods to improve automated decision
making.
We note that while the focus of this chapter has been on estimating choice
models, there is a parallel stream of literature on using these models to solve
operational decision problems of interest to firms; see Strauss et al. (2018) for
a recent review. Two decision problems that have received significant attention
within the literature are the assortment and the price optimization problems. In these
decision problems, the firm wants to find the assortment (or offer set) and prices to
offer to its customers, respectively, to maximize expected revenue or profit. Because
of the cross-product cannibalization effects, firms must use choice models to solve
these decision problems. Finding the optimal assortment or prices is significantly
more difficult in nonparametric choice models because of the lack of exploitable
structure. Existing literature has taken the approach of proposing efficient algorithms, sometimes using recent developments in solving mixed integer programs
(MIPs), to approximate the optimal solution, see, e.g., Rusmevichientong et al.
(2014), Jagabathula and Rusmevichientong (2017), Paul et al. (2018), Bertsimas
and Mišić (2019), Aouad et al. (2020b), and Désir et al. (2021). We expect this
parallel development to continue for the newer (and often, more general) choice
models being proposed in the literature.
The design of general methods to effectively estimate large-scale choice models
is taking place within the larger context of broader developments in artificial intelligence (AI) and machine learning (ML). The areas of AI/ML and operations research
(OR) overlap significantly especially when it comes to model estimation. There is
a healthy cross-pollination of ideas across these two communities (for example,
the conditional gradient algorithm, which is a classical OR algorithm for solving
quadratic programs, has recently gained in popularity in the ML community), and
we expect this cross-pollination to push more of the model developments. As an
example, consider that the methods discussed in this book chapter focused on
generalizing the distributions over individual customer types. Each customer type
in the NPMXCL model can be made more complex by allowing product utility
values to depend on the features in a non-linear fashion. Linear specification is most
common, partly driven by tractability reasons and partly by behavioral reasons (as
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model parameters could then be conceived as marginal utilities, see, e.g., Ben-Akiva
et al., 1985). Misspecified utility functions result in biased parameter estimates and
low predictive accuracy. Popular ML approaches (such as random forests, neural
networks, etc.) are well-suited for this purpose as they can learn highly non-linear
representations of the utility, without imposing any a priori structures. Recent work
has taken this approach in the context of transportation mode choices (see Han et al.,
2020; Sifringer et al., 2020 and the references therein), and we expect this to be a
fruitful future direction to pursue.
In addition, ML techniques can leverage unstructured data sources such as text,
image, and video to construct feature representations, which can then be plugged
into the utility specification along with other observed features such as price.
Leveraging such sources is especially important in the context of online retail and
e-commerce, where signals such as the image quality of the product, the (textual)
reviews posted by prior customers, etc. are critical indicators of customer choice;
see Liu et al. (2019, 2020) for some recent work using such types of data. We believe
this is an exciting direction for the field and look forward to reading papers within
this theme.
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